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ABSTRACT
Planning a military deployment is a complex, multi-phased problem. Deployment planners must consider the constraints, options, and available infrastructure at each installation, from the beginning of the transportation system in the United States to the end of the deployment in the host country. The Military Transportation Management Command Transportation Engineering Agency (MTMCTEA), in collaboration with Argonne National Laboratory (Argonne), developed the Transportation System Capability (TRANSCAP) model to simulate deployment of forces from army bases. TRANSCAP uses sophisticated simulation processes to conduct detailed analyses, plan real-world operations, and train army transportation specialists. TRANSCAP's design separates its pre- and post-processing modules (developed in Java) from the simulation module (developed in MODSIM III). The pre-processing module uses a graphical user interface (GUI) to manage database and geographic information system (GIS) linkages and to create, modify, and display simulation scenarios. The post-processing module displays the simulation results in reports and graphs. The simulation module contains the heart of TRANSCAP, the discrete-event simulation (DEVS).

This paper describes TRANSCAP's modeling approach, its use of classes with fields and methods specific to army installations, and its reusable deployment simulation framework of classes, the Transportation Class Hierarchy. This framework has been adopted by the Army Modeling and Simulation Office (AMSO) as a standardized code structure for object-oriented deployment simulations to ensure meaningful data exchanges. The framework has proved flexible enough to be reused in other deployment simulations.

INTRODUCTION
During a military deployment, both personnel and equipment are transported from a fort to a tactical assembly area and then to the final destination — the forward line of troops. Such "fort-to-foxhole" deployments are not practiced often because of the cost: when practiced, they are rarely conducted under realistic circumstances. As a result, the deployment analysts are not fully aware of the constraints and complexities of a deployment.

To address this issue, the MTMCTEA and others are developing simulations to analyze military deployments. Simulations are used to analyze, plan, train for, and execute deployments. New simulation models and technologies are a good investment because simulating deployments first on a computer is more efficient and cost effective than testing them in the real world.

MTMCTEA collaborated with Argonne and others to develop a suite of four force projection models (FPMs). The suite is part of a strategic vision for simulating most of the military deployment process. The Enhanced Logistics Intra-theater Support Tool (ELIST) simulates the infrastructure between ports and forts. The Port Simulation (PORTSIM) and the Coastal Integrated Throughput models simulate throughput at austere ports. The TRANSCAP model simulates installation transportation operations, computes time-phased outloading capability, compares computed capability to outloading requirements, and identifies system and infrastructure constraints and installation-specific force clearance profiles. Not only is TRANSCAP a component of the FPM suite, but it can be used for fort infrastructure analysis, force deployment analysis, practice, and training.
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TRANSCAP is part of a multi-model architecture that simulates a corridor or an entire theater. The model uses sophisticated simulation processes that allow the user to conduct a detailed analysis of the critical installations in a theater of operations. ELIST simulates transporting cargo across U.S. infrastructure to airports and seaports. ELIST also performs an aggregate installation-process simulation for most of the installations in a theater of operations on which the user is not focusing. A similar model suite, with data exchange between ELIST and TRANSCAP, is also being developed for the theater of operations in the host country.

TRANSCAP was written at the lowest possible level of data and process. It was also written in an object-oriented programming language to foster the greatest amount of modularity and potential for reuse for future MTMCTEA simulation projects.

The following paragraphs describe the three types of low-level data that TRANSCAP uses: transportation and cargo, infrastructure, and resource. Transportation and cargo data are Level 6, which means that details are available for each individual piece of cargo and transport vehicle, rather than an aggregated data description based on tonnage or category. Infrastructure data are the most detailed type of data about quantity and the exact measurements of existing infrastructure. For example, rather than using an aggregate capacity for all marshaling areas or rail yards, the model uses specific data for each. Resource data include information about such existing facility resources as the quantity and location of each truck loading ramp, rail end ramp, inspector, mechanic, or tie-down crew.

There are also three types of processes in deployment simulations. TRANSCAP processes are implemented in an object-oriented programming language. These processes are at a low level because of how transportation and cargo, infrastructure, and resources are modeled. Transportation and cargo are modeled at a low level because there is a different class for each type of cargo, transport, and locomotive. Also, each individual piece of cargo, transport, and locomotive is represented as its own object — aggregation is not used. Processes simulating infrastructure utilization are modeled at a low level because the process times for the movements of transports, cargo, and locomotives are based on the actual lengths of the infrastructure that is traversed, rather than on stochastic (or random) distributions. Resources, like transportation and cargo, are modeled at a low level because there is a different class for each type of resource, and each individual resource is represented as an object. Also, each resource is assigned a specific responsibility and a specific service time, multiple processes are never represented by a general rate.

This paper describes TRANSCAP's modeling approach, its use of classes with fields and methods specific to army installations, and its reusable deployment simulation framework of classes, the Transportation Class Hierarchy. This framework has been adopted by the AMSO as a standardized code structure for object-oriented deployment simulations to ensure meaningful data exchanges.

**COMPONENT MODULES**

TRANSCAP comprises four categories of component modules: pre-processing, simulation, post-processing, and inter-process communication.

- The pre-processing module includes the Installation, Force, and Scenario Manager and the Scenario Report Manager. These pre-processing modules manage data input, select the installation, specify pieces for deployment, identify the method of deployment (e.g., convoy), and specify deployment characteristics (e.g., the method used to form the convoy groups).

- The simulation module contains the heart of TRANSCAP — the DEVS.

- The two post-processing modules include the Results Display Manager, which manages the reporting and presentation of simulation results, and the Export Manager, which exports results to other simulation models.

- The Inter-process Communication Manager enables interaction between the pre- and post-processing modules and the simulation module.
REUSABLE DEPLOYMENT SIMULATION FRAMEWORK

The reusable deployment simulation framework designed for TRANSCAP has been reused in other MTMCTEA and Argonne deployment simulations (Burke et al., 1999). The EXtensive Hierarchy and Object Representation for Transport Simulations (EXHORT) is a collection of three class hierarchies that together constitute a standard and consistent class attribute representation and behavior that could be used directly by deployment simulations.

The reusable deployment simulation framework was extended for TRANSCAP to develop military fort-specific subclasses containing logic for specific interactions between clients, servers, and areas. An example of how default behavior from the reusable deployment simulation framework is subclassed is a vehicle being loaded onto a railcar. The interaction between clients and servers is implemented as a resource holding a piece of cargo in place for a stochastic process time and then updating its current status field when completed. No additional processing is done to the client or the server during the service period. However, when a vehicle (i.e., a client) interacts with a rail end ramp (i.e., a resource) with the goal of loading that vehicle onto the next available position on a train of railcars, the code that chooses a process time stochastically needs to be overridden. The new code (that overrides the old code) will choose a process time on the basis of the length of the railcars and spanners over which the vehicle must drive. In this way, the generic interaction between a client and a server, which is found in the reusable deployment simulation, is subclassed for a specific situation at a fort.

General Transportation Simulation Class Hierarchy

The class abstractions in EXHORT are specified at a detailed level encapsulating deployment simulation characteristics, rather than at the higher, more generic level that is typically used in object modeling.

EXHORT allows deployment simulations to use the same set of underlying class data and significantly reduce the effort needed to integrate simulations and to analyze the defense transportation system. The first hierarchy is the Transportation Class Hierarchy that covers commercial transportation assets and military cargo. The second hierarchy is the Infrastructure Class Hierarchy, which addresses the locations where activities are performed and the physical infrastructure, such as a motor pool at a fort or a berth at a port. The third hierarchy is the Resource Class Hierarchy, which describes the resources needed to support deployment (e.g., ramps, rough terrain container handlers, cranes, and forklifts).

These class hierarchies encapsulate generic interactions: (1) between clients — things that are acted upon (e.g., cargo and transports), (2) between clients and servers/resources — actors performing a service (e.g., inspectors, mechanics, end ramps, and cranes), and (3) between clients and areas at a facility (e.g., landmarks or areas of activity). The client/server interaction is simply a client being served for some stochastic interval, and upon completion, updating the client's status. Examples of an interaction between a client and an area include movement between areas or tracking the constraining factors (such as the maximum number of clients that can wait in line and then wait around after receiving a service). An example of an interaction between servers and areas is tracking the number of servers available in each area (e.g., 41 inspectors in marshaling area #1 and 21 in marshaling area #2) and determining whether the servers (i.e., inspectors) may travel between areas (e.g., inspectors remain in an assigned marshaling area, but tie-down crews move between rail loading yards).

Fort-Specific Subclasses

Argonne assembled classes specific to TRANSCAP and subclassified them from the generic class hierarchies. Together, these eight subclasses create an installation deployment simulation that involves the following nine processes:

- Initialize simulation
- Generate vehicles — vehicles depart motor pool
- Process vehicles
- Generate truck transport assets
- Process truck transport assets
- Simulate container movement
- Generate trains
- Process trains
- Call forward locomotive process
BENEFITS OF MODULE SEPARATION

TRANSCAP generally consists of three phases: (1) obtaining a scenario (pre-processing), (2) simulating the scenario, and (3) providing the results (post-processing). Because the phases are mostly independent, they have convenient boundaries for separation. Within each phase, there are similar boundaries between smaller phases. Separating TRANSCAP into independent phases achieves a division of labor; each phase can be developed as an individual component focused on its own task. Each component may even be written in a language that is best suited for its task, regardless of the language(s) in which other components are written.

Separating the component modules provides a layer of abstraction between the simulation and the data inputs. As data inputs are modified or added, the Installation, Force, and Scenario Manager must also be changed so that it can create installations and scenarios; the DEVS does not need to be changed.

Separation also allows the developer greater independence. Different engineers can design the modules with a greater degree of freedom and focus on each module's task. This freedom leads to another benefit — reusable components. Some modules perform the same, or similar, task, as required by other simulation models. When engineers design for it, the modules can be reused in multiple models. This reuse benefits the other models; conversely, modules from other models can also be easily reused in TRANSCAP. For example, the Results Display Manager was designed as an independent component, and is now used by several models.

Because some modules execute in separate processes, TRANSCAP may be able to take advantage of a multi-processor machine or multiple machines. For example, multiple DEVS modules could simultaneously execute multiple scenarios. The pre-processing modules could be distributed via the Internet, and the DEVS could become a server, thus allowing Web-based simulations. Having separate processors or machines could also assist the implementation of callback animations, which would display the simulation as it executes a scenario.

MULTIPLE LANGUAGES

TRANSCAP takes advantage of the module separation by writing each module in a language best suited to its task. The DEVS is written in MODSIM III. Of all of the object-oriented programming languages, MODSIM features the most complete framework of vendor-supplied classes for DEVS programming. There is almost no need to write statistical collection or DEVS facilitation source code when using MODSIM III. An object-oriented programming language was also selected for its modularity and reusability, which allow the source code to be constructed using a layered approach — ensuring the creation of scalable, portable components for reuse in TRANSCAP's development and in other deployment models.

The Installation, Force, and Scenario; Scenario Report; Results Display; and Export Results Managers (the pre- and post-processing modules) are written in Java 2. The Inter-process Communication Manager utilizes both Java 2 and C. A trait shared by these languages is that they are available on both of TRANSCAP's target operating systems, Solaris (UNIX) and Windows NT.

CONCLUSION

TRANSCAP's architecture has been designed to take advantage of the independent nature of its major processes. Its pre- and post-processing component modules have been separated from the DEVS, simplifying the design and development, providing data abstraction, selecting an appropriate language to be used for each module, and allowing greater freedom for future growth. The Inter-process Communication Manager maintains the cohesiveness of this team of modules. The potential for reuse is enhanced by having and sharing well-defined modules and by implementing AMSO's reusable deployment simulation framework. This approach has resulted in a richer, more dynamic simulation model.
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